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-.Cul-de-sac pipeline A cul-de-sac pipeline, also known as a loop-line
or a loop-line pipeline, is a special type of pipeline where the pipeline
turns in a circle by 90 degrees and then back again, returning it to its
starting point. It is not a true pipeline, because it does not consist of
multiple pipes joined end-to-end in an uninterrupted flow. Rather, it
consists of a ring of pipes joined end-to-end at a radius of half the

circumference of the cycle, with a second ring of pipes joined end-to-
end at a radius of twice the circumference, and so on. A typical loop-

line pipeline is used where a balanced two-dimensional flow is
required for a flow which is symmetric about two axes. For example,
in the design of a treatment facility for wastewater in which a central
treatment plant is surrounded by residential areas, a cul-de-sac flow
pattern may be used to route flow to the treatment plant from the

development areas and/or to the open fields for eventual treatment. A
loop line can also be used in the design of a gasoline pipeline, for

example, to distribute gasoline as evenly as possible through a radius
of city blocks, avoiding higher pump costs and pollution near the

inflow and outflow ends. A more complex example is the design of an
underwater pipeline used to export liquefied natural gas to a market
place. The flow will exit along a radius from the export pipeline. Loop-
line flow patterns In an ideal loop-line, the total flow is divided among

the pipes according to the distance from the central point of each
pipe, which is specified by the radius. The flow is therefore split
evenly among the pipes that encircle the central point. This is

particularly true for pipe diameters that are much smaller than the
pipe radius, which is the case in most of industrial applications. For
small pipe diameters, the flow is diverted equally from each pipe

through an orifice (see section on fine flow distribution).
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